
Faith, 

Jam and I reacted to what seems to us to be an unusual approach proposed by the City 
staff that was debatable in its merit. We found it unusual, as did others consulting parties 
that the City would propose to bring to the City Council a document for their review and 
action where the process to develop that document was ongoing and where the document 
was admittedly open to change. We also expressed surprise that the City Council would 
consider action given these circumstances. This is a reaction we would have in any 
process where it is proposed to request approval by a government body of a document 
under development. Logic would suggest that this action should wait until the 
consultation process is concluded. However, in subsequent discussions we now 
understand that the City is primarily considering their timeline in making this decision. 

To be clear, FTA neither encourages nor authorizes the City to bring the draft 
Programmatic Agreement (PA) to the City Council at this time. 

FTA has required that the City be an invited signatory to the PA. The City has informed 
FTA that a City Council action is required for the DTS to enter into a binding agreement 
such as the PA. This City has decided on this course of action as a means of addressing 
requirements put forth by FTA. 

Should the City Council take action to approve the resolution authorizing DTS to enter 
into the PA based on a draft, any subsequent changes to the document, even those 
deemed by the City to insubstantial, would call into question the legality of the action of 
the City Council. To ensure that the legality of this action is demonstrated, if there are 
any changes to the document subsequent to the action of the City Council, FTA will 
request a legal opinion from the City's counsel that the action of the City Council to 
authorize DTS to enter into the PA continues to sufficient to authorize the DTS to enter 
into the PA on behalf of the City. 

Should your Counsel have any questions on the legal issues and opinion FTA may 
require, please address .them to Renee Marler. Any process questions, please address 
them to me. 
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